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Abstract:
Results of an experimental and theoretical programs were
presented to determine the impact of soil moisture
content and the soil composition on microwave
radiometric emission and microwave signal skin depth
(which is one of the most importance parameter in
remote sensing data set), as well as attenuation
coefficient
within nonvegetable soil surfaces. The
measurements are depending on the relative dielectric
constant that practically carried out by this research. The
measurements have been conducted for three common
types of soil in Mosul area (ornamental, cropland, and
orchard) at a microwave frequency of 6GHz (C-band).
The expected brightness temperatures of these soil
samples and the skin depth have been computed. The
results show that the observed microwave skin depth is
relatively high for ornamental type more than that of
cropland and orchard.
Keyword: skin depth, soil, water content, brightness
temperature.

moisture information, with the necessary temporal and
spatial coverage.
The potential of microwave techniques lies in the marked
effect of soil moisture on the soil emission and the skin
depth (penetration) properties at microwave frequencies
(Ulaby et al.,1986), (Wang et al., 2005).
The purpose of this paper is to study the effects of soil
moisture content on the radiometric microwave emission
properties (reflectivity and brightness temperature) and
the skin depth for three types of common existing soil in
Mosul, namely cropland, orchards, and ornamental.
The practical measurements of the real and imaginary
parts of complex dielectric constant as a function of soil
moisture for the above types of soil have been carried
out. The measurements were performed at a microwave
frequency of (6GHz).

Laboratory measurements and analysis:
Soil samples analysis

Soil is defines that it the external disassembled layer for
earth surface, which have difference from deep rocky
The soil moisture is difficult to define because it means
layers. The soil consist of five main materials; mineral
different things in different disciplines. However soil
material, water, air, organic material, and biological
moisture is the water held in the space between soil
beings,(Alexander, 1982).The mineral material that
particles (Leonaro, 2002).
represented the ratio between sand, silt, and clay in one
Compared to other components of hydrologic cycle, the
side, and the organic material that reflect amount of
volume of soil moisture is small, nonetheless, it is of
carbon in the other side, were constant in one location.
fundamental importance to many hydrological,
While each amount of water and air varies in soil for the
biological, and into modeling of various ecosystem
same location (Deming, 2002).
processes (Eni & Peggy, 1982). Despite the importance
This study included the collection of three soil samples
of soil moisture, widespread and, or continuous
represent three types of soil; ornamental area, orchards,
measurement of soil moisture is all but nonexistent.
and cropland. These types of soil reflect the common
The lack of a convincing approach of global
types of soil in Mosul city, and that which have a wide
measurement of soil moisture is a serious problem.
appearance wide in this area.
Clearly, a need exists for continuous measurements of
The laboratory analysis of soil samples included
surface soil moisture with global coverage.
determination of: electrical conductivity (E.C.) which is
Remote sensing of soil moisture from the vantagepoint of
an indicator of the salinity, acidity (pH), ratio of organic
space is advantageous because of its spatial coverage and
material (%O.M), and the ratio of sand, silt and clay.
temporal continuity (Farnsworth et al., 1989).
Table (1) shows the results of laboratory analysis of the
Radiometric microwave remote sensors a board earth
adopted soil samples that have been analyzed at General
orbiting satellites have potential for providing soil
Establishment for Agricultural Researches.
Table(1): Laboratory analysis of the soil samples adopted in this research
sample Type of soil PH
E.C.
%O.M %sand %silt %clay
(mho/cm)
1
Cropland
7.4
0.438
0.529
5.74
32.0
62.26
2
Ornamental 7.45
1.684
0.167
49.4
23.34 27.26
3
orchard
7.5
2.398
0.456
22.74 23.33 53.93
evaluated to describe soil-water systems (Wang &
Schmugge, 1980),( William & Charles, 2005).
In this research the measurement of relative dielectric
Relative dielectric constant measurements:
constant for the adopted three types of soil have been
Water in the soil changes the microwave dielectric
carried out as a function of moisture content (0constant, which in turn change the emission. Several
3
3
dielectric mixing models have been developed and
0.30 cm / cm ) by using the shorted-line techniques. The
principles of the dielectric properties measurements by

Introduction:

this technique was given in detail by (Yonis,1983( and
Nelson, et. al.,1974).
The measurements were made by packing the moist
samples in (3-cm) length waveguide section.
Figure (1) shows the basic arrangement of the
experimental set-up. In the shorted-line technique, a
slotted line section is used to measure the shift in
minimum of a standing wave and the change in the
standing-wave ratio.

The minima of the standing-wave pattern occur at
intervals of one-half wavelength from the short circuit
when the soil sample is absent.
When the sample is inserted in the front of the short
circuit, the minima shift toward the short-circuit as
shown in figure (2).
The shift in minimum is a measure of the dielectric
constant

x s , x denote the distances for a fixed voltage
standing-wave ratio (VSWR) on either side of the
minimum(fig.(2)).
Then, the loss factor (   ) is calculated by;

 "  tan  *  '

…………(4)

Microwave Radiative Properties of Soil:
In passive microwave remote sensing, the data that a
radiometer provides is commonly measured and
expressed in terms of emissivity
Emissivity can be predicted from the dielectric constant
for a wide variety of conditions. The simplest situation
occurs when the dielectric constant of the moisture soil is
uniform with depth (Charles, 2005).Under these
conditions the Fresnel equations can be used to predict
emissivity for any incident angle or polarization.
Microwave brightness temperature (TB) for a smooth
surface is related to the relative dielectric constant (  r )
through the reflectivity by (Jackson & O’Neill, 1987);
Tb ( , p)  (1  R( , P)) * T

…………….(5)

where,


P

is the incident angle

is the polarization
R
is the reflectivity,and
T
is the actual soil temperature
The Fresnel equations that relate (
(Zhao et al, 1983):
R( , H )  (

 ) to(R ) are given by

cos   ( r  sin 2  ) 0.5 2
)
cos   ( r  sin 2  ) 0.5

……….(6)
for horizontal polarization, while for vertical polarization
is;
R( ,V )  (

 r cos   ( r  sin 2  ) 0.5 2
)
 r cos   ( r  sin 2  ) 0.5 …………….(7)

where;
 is the waveguide proportionality constant which is a
c

function of the waveguide dimensions ( c  2a , a
being the width of the rectangular waveguide (cm) ) and

the mode of propagation (  is the operating wavelength
(cm)). d is the length of the soil sample (cm).
x is the multi-valued “theoretically infinite number of
values”,can be calculated from the following equation;
tan x  g
2 (L  d ) …………..(2)

tan
x
2d
g
where,

L is the shift in the minimum (figure(2)).

g

is the waveguide wavelength(cm).
The signal that is lost in form of heat in the dielectric
causes a decrease in the standing-wave ratio.
The decrease in the standing-wave ratio is a measure of
the loss tangent ( tan  ) (Yonis,1983):
x s  x  2 …………….(3)
tan  

where,

 d

(

g

)

 r     j  , and
   real part of relative dielectric constant
   imaginary part of relative dielectric constant

Reflectivity is related to the emissivity by the expression
(Charles, 1987):
e( , p)  (1  R( , p)) ………………(8)
In this study, equations (5 through 8) have been adopted
for calculating the emissivity and brightness temperature
of the soil samples depending on the measured values of
the relative dielectric constant.

Skin depth model:
Electromagnetic energy incident normally upon the
surface of a homogeneous soil model is partly reflected
and partly transmitted through the medium. If the
medium is conductive, the transmitted portion will
undergo attenuation at a rate defined by the field (electric
or magnetic) attenuation coefficient(  ).
Since the attenuation rate is exponential, at a depth
(   1 /  ) the field magnitude will reduce to

1 / e(0.37) of its surface value and the power will reduce
2
to 1 / e (0.135) of the power at the surface (Charles,
2005).

In a nonhomogeneous medium where the soil dielectric
parameters vary with depth, the contribution from a layer

at a depth (  ) will undergo additional attenuation of
1/e2 thereby arriving at the surface with a magnitude
1/e4(0.0183) of its original incident value(Ulaby et
al.,1974).
Hence neglecting contributions from deeper layers
represents an omission of less than 2% of the returned
power. The attenuation coefficient,  , in nepers/m is
defined in terms of the operating wavelength (in meter),
real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric
constant,


2





2



(

size and is even large for expanding layer lattice clays
such as (Dobson & Ulaby, 1981). The results shows that
the salinity factor play a minor role as compared to the
soil content and texture to influence on the soil dielectric
constant.

  respectively as(Ulaby et al.,1986):
 
……….(9)
1  ( )  1)
and
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The skin depth (  ) of a non-homogeneous medium can
be used to define an equivalent homogeneous medium
having an effective attenuation coefficient:


1

 …………..(10)

At a given frequency, values of (   ) and (   ) are
strongly affected by soil moisture content, but relatively
little by other soil characteristics.

Results and Discussion:
The theory behind microwave remote sensing of moist
soil is based on the large contrast between the dielectric
properties of liquid water (~81) and dry soil (<4).
The dielectric properties have been studied and measured
in this study to determined the microwave brightness
temperature and the skin depth for a commonly types of
soil in Mosul at a microwave frequency of 6GHz (Cband).
As shown on table (2), the relative dielectric constant



As water in soil changes the microwave dielectric
constant, it changes the brightness temperature emission
of the soil that measured by radiometer. figure (4) shows
the brightness temperature variation with moisture
(water) content for the samples adopted in this research
at incidence angle (400.) and (600.) as indicated in
figure(4a and 4b, respectively). The calculation were
taken for vertical and horizontal polarization as well as
physical temperature of soil in order to derive
meaningful soil moisture information from the
microwave radiometer data.

( r ) of soil (in general) varies with volumetric moisture
content. At moisture contents greater than zero, figure (3)

shows (  r ) to be dependent also upon soil composition
and mineralogy.

Within the soil medium, the dielectric properties of a
water molecule are governed by the strength of forces
acting on the molecule. The volume percent of soil water
at a given distance from a soil particle surface is
determined by the specific surface area and the pore size
distribution of a soil, both of which are strong functions
of soil composition and mineralogy (Mitchell, 1976).
However, figure (3) clearly indicate that real and
imaginary parts of the relative dielectric constant of the
three types of soil increase with the water content were
identical in behavior. Also it is found that the real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric constant for the soil
types of orchard and cropland are higher than that of
ornamental (figures (3a) and (3b), respectively). This is
probably due to the fact that the specific surface area
increases as soil particle size decrease from sand to clay

The data of figures(4a and 4b) demonstrates the inverse
relation ship that exists between brightness temperature
and soil moisture at the two polarization. The data in
figure (4) show that soil ornamental indicates relatively
more brightness temperature than cropland and orchard.
At the two incident angles, data of the brightness
temperature for the three samples is seen to be
approximately close to each other, especially at vertical
polarization which gives reliable results at (600) incident

angle, this result give a good agreement with the results
reported by (Thomas, 2003)
Figure (5) shows the monotonically increasing function
of attenuation coefficient with the soil water content of
the three soil samples tested by this research. It is shown
that the ornamental exhibited low attenuation coefficient
than that of cropland and orchard samples at the given
values of water content, then the ornamental sample
gives a relatively high skin depth as compared to other
samples studied in this research as shown in figure (6).
This is due to ability of microwave signal to penetrate in
soil depend on the a mount of water in a unit volume of
soil as well as the sand content of soil under investigation
that characterized by continuity porous. Since the
effective depth of penetration of microwave signal
increase as increase of sand ratio and decrease of water
amount (Ulaby et al.,1974), the observed signals were
correlated with the moisture in skin depth as
characterized by the attenuation coefficient (reciprocal of
skin depth).

Figure (6) indicate that at moisture content (0.1- 0.2) may
be adequate region for distinguished between the three
samples and the predicted attenuation coefficient.

Conclusions:
Measurements have been made of the relative dielectric
constant for three types of soil (ornamental, cropland,
and orchard) from Mosul area at 6GHz (C-band). The
relative dielectric constant is found to be mainly affected
by soil water content, It founds that at dry soil samples
have relatively different dielectric constant( for the same
real and imaginary part).
Microwave radiometric emission calculations of the soil
samples have been also obtained depending on the
measured electrical properties at vertical and horizontal
polarization. Also the three soil samples show the
anisotropic behaivour. The measurements show the
inverse relationship between brightness temperature and
the soil water content.
The predicted skin depth for the ornamental as a
function of soil water content
(0 ~ 0.3 cm3/cm3) is
only of a centimeter order which relatively more than
cropland and orchard samples. The results indicate that
at moisture content (0.1- 0.2) my be adequate region for
distinguished between the three samples and so we can
predicted soil type from the skin depth and attenuation
coefficient data set.

The above results point out the need for additional
experimentation to:
1-Defined the response of relative dielectric constant to
different soil water content at a different soil depth not
only on the surface area.
2-Perform a field experiment which measured the in situ
soil radiometric emission with microwave radiometer
and soil skin depth as well as attenuation level with radar
system as a part of the “ground truth” remote sensing
data set.
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الملخص:
يقد ددا الد ددلنانئج د ددبانئ ود ددريةانئياوجتي د د الانئ ىتي د د ائقير د ددر او د د يتانئي ود ددل ا

و د اإ دتناانئقير ددر انئ ىتي د ائكيي د انال جعددربانئ دتنتيانئيولقددحاي د انئ ي ددرل ا

نئتطلجيالنئي ول انئوتكيجيائلوتج اعلىانال جعربانئيريكتليالعيد انالاود نت ا

نئي ددوااي اض ددي انال ددوقطرمانسفق دديالانال ددوقطرمانئعي ددلايافضد د اعد د ا

ئإلشرتةانئيريكتلي ا(نئتنانتي )اجرإلضرف اإئدىايعريدلانئودللي ائل يدرل انئشدريع ا

قيددرعاعيد انالاود نت ائإلشددرتةانئتنانتيد االاىجددت انئ وددريةاا اعيد انالاود نت ا

ي د انئوددتمانئيل ددلاةافدديانئيل ددلا(نئي ر دديلاانئيو الددر ااائج ددروي )االو د ا

ئإلش ددرتةانئتنانتي د د ايك ددل اعد ددرئيا ددجيرائ يد ددلل اوتجد د انئيو الد ددر ايقرت د د ايد ددحا

نئقيددرعاع دداانئوددتااانئيددريكتليا(6اكيكددرلتوا)النئددليايقددحاضددي ا ايد ا(.)Cا

ي د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د ددلل ياو د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د ددتمانئي ر د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د دديلالنئج د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د د ددروي .

لوي انئقير ر اجرالعويدرااعلدىا رجد انئعدالانئ دجيائ يدرل انئودتمالنئدلياود ا
قير هاعيليرافيانئج ب .ا
ا

